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A Guide Book of United States Coins, 69th edition (2016 edition)Â The Official Red BookÂ® A

Guide Book of United States Coins is 69 years young and going strong. Collectors around the

country love the book s grade-by-grade values, auction records, historical background, detailed

specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage data. How rare are your coins?

How much are they worth? The Red Book tells you, covering everything from early colonial copper

tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins. You ll find 32,500+ prices for more

than 7,600 coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles. You ll also round out your education

in commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins, Civil War tokens, Confederate coins, private

gold, and all the latest National Park quarters, Presidential and Native American dollars, Lincoln

cents, and more. Articles on investing, grading coins, and detecting counterfeits will make you a

savvy collector; and entertaining essays on the history of American coinage, shipwrecks and

hoards, and the modern rare-coin market give you an inside look at the hobby of kings. These are

just some of the features of the informative, entertaining, invaluable Red Book the world s

best-selling coin price guide (more than 23 million copies sold).448 pages.Â Â Â Â  Â 
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This book is a 5 star book if you understand what it is.What one has to understand and I buy these

every couple years here and there. The Red book is a guide to see not so much accurate pricing

but it tells you what the coin is worth and what you can say it is valued in a collection. Every grade is



not represented. A coin dealer will Not pay these prices for your coins in the Red Book, they want to

sell at these prices. The Blue book will also show a bit more what it sells for as a guide and you will

see lower pricing. This is more for selling coin collector to coin collector not via a dealer and even

then it is iffy. That said you want to look for the Coin Dealer News Letter on line and the Grey sheet

as a closer source of what the weekly BID and ASK prices of coins are. You want to take the Grey

sheet to coin shows to show you are knowledgeable. I highly suggest you never ever ever buy a

RAW ungraded coin unless you truly know what you are buying because coin dealers will pull one

over on you by selling high and giving you a low ball number when you go to sell. I suggest only

buying slabbed coins from PCGS or NGC the other companies are ok, but PCGS I think has the

highest standard and strictness for grading. It is my personal taste and opinion. Get a subscription

to PCGS or NGC. I know PCGS will give you access to the coin verification with more links to where

the coin sits on the whole grading line showing plus grades too. You can get access to coin world

and you can see where the coin sold at auction which is what dealers use to get a sense of what the

market place is selling/trading. Collectors Universe etc. You can also see how a coin pricing trends

over the years.When you invest or buy coins buy the best you can and the Greysheet will show you

where a coin takes a huge step up in value. For a arbitrary example. The 1882 Morgan dollar in

MS-63 it is a $70 coin, MS-64 is a $100 coin but in MS-65 it is a $500 coin in MS-66 it is a $1,500

coin

The values from 2015 to 2016 version for silver dollars in particular hardly changed despite the

value of silver dropping. I would have thought this would translate into a little lower value on the low

grade coins as I have witnessed this in person at coin shops and shows.This is a guide and it is

useful as a resource. The values are inflated for retail. Retailers want you to pay these prices and I

have before I learned that in some cases they are very inflated.

Have been buying this guide book for over 30 years and it seems to get better and more detailed

every year. This is a must have for any collector of coins from either a beginner to a professional.

The graphic illustrations in this book are absolutely beautiful. You can see detail that you can't get

from other books. This book also contains a great depth of knowledge on coins. Not all coins and/or

gradings are offered, but it provides enough information for you to make an informed decision when

buying, selling and collecting.



Want to know which coins to collect? Want general info on the history of a particular type of coin?

This book will give you that info in summary form. Want to know how much your coins are worth?

Then buy the blue book version or subtract about 2/3rds off the prices listed in the red book to give

you an idea of what a coin dealer may offer you for your coins. Keep in mind that grading, while

subjective, is important when it comes to the value of a coin. A coin in its natural state of wear is

worth more than a "lower grade" coin (one that has been cleaned with solvents or dipped to the

point the luster is mostly gone or artificially toned or drilled through or dinged or scratched or

tooled/whizzed). Please note, however, that there are times when buying a lower grade coin may be

the only practical way to fill a hole in your particular coin set. For example, I wanted a certain coin

for my type set but there was no way I could afford it and still pay my bills so I bought a legal copy of

it to fill the hole in my collection. ("Legal copies" are stamped "copy" on the coin.) Problem coins and

copies of coins have value and fill a need for many of us in the hobby who aren't affluent but first

learn about the coins you want to collect so you can tell the difference between a natural coin and

one that's not.If your goal is to make quick money selling coins, then don't collect, play the precious

metals market and use the red book and blue book as guides for highly marketable coins like the

American Silver Eagle and go online to determine the current melt value for silver to determine

when to buy and when to sell. Otherwise, collect because you love the look of coins or enjoy putting

coin sets together. If you love history, try collecting a type set of coins from a particular era or if you

love the beauty and craftsmanship of a certain group of coins, assemble the best set you can afford

no matter how long it takes. Try assembling a cent set out of pocket change before buying your first

coin. For example, you can assemble a type set for cents (e.g., pre-1982 set which are 95% copper,

5% zinc cents; a post-1982 set which are 2.5% copper plating over 97.5% zinc; or a pre-1962 set

when cents contained tin). The older small cents are harder to find in pocket change but it is

possible find a few wheaties before you start buying for your collection. Collecting is for your

pleasure and enjoyment. In the meantime, read everything you can about coins, including but not

limited to, how to grade coins, how to spot fakes, and the history of the coins you want to collect. It's

a great hobby that can bring you pleasure for years to come and you don't have to be rich to have a

nice set of coins to enjoy.

I like that the book has interesting info. on history of coins and why they are considered valuable. It's

a good read, even if you don't collect coins.The book lays flat when open. Making it hands free. I

can hold my coin and magnifying glass and glance back and forth to the book.It has a lot of info.

and can be a bit tricky to navigate and find exactly what I am looking for. I think I will get better with



time.Good photos with color, so your pretty sure your looking at the right coin.
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